High rates of lateral gene transfer are not due to false diagnosis of gene absence.
Methods for assessing gene presence and absence have been widely used to study bacterial genome evolution. A recent report by Zhaxybayeva et al. [Zhaxybayeva, O., Nesbo, C. L., and Doolittle, W. F., 2007. Systematic overestimation of gene gain through false diagnosis of gene absence. Genome. Biol. 8, 402] suggests that false diagnosis of gene absence or the presence of undetected truncated genes leads to a systematic overestimation of gene gain. Here (1) we argue that these annotation errors can cause more complicated effects and are not necessarily systematic, (2) we argue that current annotations (supplemented with BLAST searches) are the best way to consistently score gene presence/absence and (3) that genome wide estimates of gene gain/loss are not strongly affected by small differences in gene annotations but that the number of related gene families is strongly affected. We have estimated the rates of gene insertions/deletions using a variety of cutoff thresholds and match lengths as a way in which to alter the recognition of genes and gene fragments. The results reveal that different cutoffs for match length only cause a small variation of the estimated insertion/deletion rates. The rates of gene insertions/deletions on recent branches remain relatively high regardless of the thresholds for match length. Lastly (4), the dynamic process of gene truncation needs to be further considered in genome comparison studies. The data presented suggest that gene truncation tends to take place preferentially in recently transferred genes, which supports a fast turnover of recent laterally transferred genes. The presence of truncated genes or false diagnosis of gene absence therefore does not significantly affect the estimation of gene insertions/deletions rates, but there are several other factors that bias the results toward an under-estimation of the rate of gene insertion/deletion. All of these factors need to be considered.